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VISION

Stelton wants to be the most innovative, trend setting 
design brand house based on the Scandinavian design 
philosophy. A brand the best designers in the world wish 
to work for.
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MISSION

Stelton has the mission to be the first choice 
of consumers, who actively seek good design 
to enrich their lifestyle.



BRAND VALUES

Scandinavian design heritage
We wish to continue the Scandinavian design heritage. 
Not by dwelling in history and tradition for the sake of it 
but use it as a source of inspiration and by refining and 
developing this unique design heritage.

Innovative approach
We do not wish to follow any ones footsteps, but walk our 
own. Our program should signify a new and innovative 
approach to product design within its category.

Distinct quality
We wish to create products in a distinct quality – worthy to 
our proud history and tradition. Our products should not 
be compromised in terms of quality whether in aesthetic 
quality, functional quality or physical quality.

Best-in-Class
We will only enter into a product category if we have the 
solutions which will ensure us a best-in-class position.

Tickle the design gene
The products we make should tickle the design gene, it 
should be interesting and appealing and give the user 
added value.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Our products need to have a purpose, meet our 
consumers’ needs and be functional. We believe in 
simplicity and Scandinavian minimalism. 

We believe that shape and function must create a 
synthesis that embodies innovative and different 
ideas in regard to concept, design and materials. 

We live and believe in less is more.

This design philosophy is the key to Stelton's success 
and includes four main categories:

Timelessness 

Simplicity

Functionality

Innovation
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THE HISTORY 
OF STELTON

Stellan and Carton were two friends who merged their first 
names in forming one of Denmark’s best-know design brands, 
Stelton. Niels Stellan Høm and Carton Madelaire were army 
pals who joined forces 50 years ago to start a trading 
company. They tried their hand at sports shoes and furniture, 
but their business did not really take off until they heard about 
a small factory in Fårevejle, Denmark, called Danish Stainless.

Danish Stainless produced stainless steel tableware, which was 
very much in vogue in Denmark’s 1960s. Upon entering into an 
agreement with Danish Stainless, Stelton began marketing a 
stainless gravy boat that sold like hotcakes in Danish hardware 
stores and was also a hit outside of Denmark. In the United 
States, Stelton products were the epitome of Danish Design 
and sold at ten times their Danish prices in high-end 
department stores and design boutiques.

A new managing director, Peter Holmblad, brought his far-
reaching vision with him when he joined the company. New 
catalogues, packaging and graphic design all helped create 
a new design brand. However, Peter Holmblad was convinced 
that Stelton could survive only through new product design. Far 
too many companies produced the same kinds of products.

As the stepson of Arne Jacobsen, who was perhaps Denmark’s 
greatest architect and designer ever, it was natural for Peter 
Holmblad to approach his stepfather with a proposal.
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A NEW DESIGN ERA

A simple drawing of a teapot on a napkin during a family 
dinner. That was the starting point for Arne Jacobsen’s 
tableware design. After three years of intensive 
development, Cylinda-line was launched in 1967. At that 
time the cylindrical characteristic profile was avant-garde. 
Today the series is recognized as a symbol of classic, 
timeless style. 

The next important collaboration with a designer was with 
Erik Magnussen who designed the iconic EM77 vacuum
jug. 

The true DNA of our brand comes from these well-known 
products, which are highly functional while being 
affordable. 

Since then Stelton has elaborated its collaboration with 
international designers and architects assuring that the 
form and function of our product families create a 
synthesis that embodies innovative and different ideas in 
relation to concept, design and materials.

”Together with our talented and carefully selected
designers, our ambition is to create timeless and
functional designs that make everyday life a bit more 
beautiful.”
Michael Ring, CEO, Stelton
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1958 Danish Stainless is initiated by Jørgen Knudsen, the first product is an egg cup. 

This lays the basis for what later becomes Stelton.  

1960 Stelton is founded, a combination of the two owners last names.

1964 Peter Holmblad starts as managing director (until 2003).

1967 Cylinda-line by Arne Jacobsen is launched.

1977 The EM77 thermo jug is launched, today more than 10 million units have been sold in more than 35 markets.

1980s Stelton takes advantage of growth in Danish household consumption with its ABS lines. 

2004 Michael Ring buys out the previous owners and begins the re-launch and expansion of Stelton

2007 The Norwegian cutlery company Norstaal is bought.

2010 Celebrating Stelton’s 50th anniversary a limited edition of Cylinda-Line designed by Paul Smith is launched. 

2011 The RIG-TIG kitchen brand is launched as a response to the market situation.

2013 The EMMA collection and To Go cups are launched.

2015 The Scandinavian design collections STOCKHOLM and THEO are launched.

2016 Stelton launches the Collar collection by the Italian designers Debiasi & Sandri. The series features an espresso maker, a 

coffee grinder, a milk jug and a sugar bowl.  Stelton Christmas is launched. 

2017 The 50th anniversary of Arne Jacobsen’s Cylinda-line is being celebrated with a limited edition of selected items in 

beautiful, soft enamel colours. Erik Magnussen’s iconic vacuum jug has brougth good design to tables around the world 

for four decades. This is celebrated with a special edition in matt, metallic, black, dark brown and dark blue with an 

exclusive EM engraving.

TIMELINE
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1967

PRODUCT TIMELINE
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2016

PRODUCT TIMELINE
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STELTON FACTS

• More than 50 years of experience in design 

and production 

• Available in + 50 markets

• In-house product development and quality assurance
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Red Dot Awards: 11

iF Product 
Design Awards: 11

... and many more including Special Mention GDA, 
Formland Design Award, Accent on Design Award, 
Observeur du Design and ID-prisen

8 series in Phaidon
Design Classics

Den Danske 
Designpris: 1

Design Plus: 8



OUR DESIGNERS
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TABLETOP ITEMS

We think of this category as the 
items one would typically use 
when setting the dining table.

Common for the items is that, 
they must all have a function. 
Thus, a dining plate or cutlery 
would be within this category –
but a flower vase would not.

HOME ITEMS

Home items is all the accessories 
you would add to your home for 
decoration and function. This also 
includes items used for the sphere 
around your home, such as the 
balcony or the terrace. 

The category covers items such as 
flowerpots, vases or candle holders.

PERSONAL ACCESSORIES

Personal accessories are the items 
one would bring from home and 
within a close proximity at all time. 
The items would typically be small 
in scale and simple.

The category covers items such as 
a keyring, a document folder, a 
pocket knife and similar.

The items may be gender specific, 
such as items for male and female 
customers.

4 CATEGORIES

GOURMET ITEMS

Gourmet items covers the 
category of items used in the 
kitchen, but brought into the 
dining table. The key for these 
products is the combination of 
form and function.

The category covers items such as 
a cake knife or a wine opener. It 
would however not cover cooking 
utensils.
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CYLINDA-LINE

Cylinda-line by Arne 
Jacobsen is the heart 

of Stelton's design 
DNA. The collection 

has a clean and 
sustainable design 

language  combined 
with maximum 
functionality. 

CLASSIC

Classic features 
designs inspired by 

the cylindrical shape 
like the EM77 

vacuum jug by Erik 
Magnussen. Today 
the Classic design 

family is transferred 
into various products 

and materials. 

DANISH MODERN 2.0

Danish Modern 
represents design 
characterized by 
clean lines, equal 
focus on form and 
function and an 
innovative mix of 

high quality 
materials.

DESIGN LINES

NORSTAAL

Norstaal includes 
elegant cutlery, 

serving tools and the 
award-winning Pure 
Black kitchen knives. 
The different cutlery 

designs are 
characteristic of the 
period in which they 
were launched but 
they still maintain a 
clear Scandinavian 

accent.

FOSTER

The Norman Foster 
collection by world-famous

British architect Lord 
Norman Foster brings

together simple sculptural
form and soft geometry, to 

create exceptionally
crafted tableware for a 

wide range of settings. From 
wine carafes to espresso 

cups, each object is a 
response to its specific

function, while embodying
a shared language.



DESIGN LINES
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EXPLORE

Explore is Scandinavian design 
with a clear Stelton expression, 
however not necessarily based 

on the cylindrical shape. The 
form of Stelton explore is softer 
and curved but still with and 
edge and sometimes even 

highly architectural.

I:CONS

Stelton i:cons is a line of personal 
accessories with a different 

Scandinavian expression. The 
design line contain products 
for those who appreciate the 

experience of the Stelton 
products, but would like to 
bring items on the move.

NORDIC

Nordic is Stelton's artistic 
design family inspired by the 

Nordic landscape and design 
values. It represents both 

centerpieces and the nordic
way of living with less is more.   

STELON CHRISTMAS

We have captured the 
essence of the classic 

Christmas and enriched
it with a contemporary twist. It 
is our aim to use Scandinavian 
traditional Christmas objects 

in a modern and architectural 
way to clarify a timeless

beauty that fits in any home.



SOCIAL MEDIA
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We want to be where the consumers are!

Follow us at @steltondesign

www.youtube.com/user/steltontv


